
Austria, 2022
ASIA BLEND CUVEE WHITE

”Tropical fruits”

Story This blend of Grüner Veltliner and Pinot Blanc is the perfect
companion for Asian cuisine. It has been awarded multiple times, which is no
surprise as the wine is astonishingly aromatic. It is practically bursting with
tropical fruits. Moreover, it fills the palate and functions, as a well-balanced
wine should. The vines grew in a vineyard with layers of brown soil, loam, marl,
and gravel at its base. The grapes were hand-harvested in early October and
gently pressed in a pneumatic press. The juice fermented into wine in a
stainless steel tank at a temperature of 20 °C. The wine is suitable for vegans.

Producer "Georg Weinwurm runs a family business in the
Weinviertel region of Austria, now in its third generation, known humorously as
""Viinimadot"" or Weinwurms. His grandfather, Anton Weinwurm, began the
work in 1950 by planting Grüner Veltliner on the first vineyard, which
unexpectedly turned out to be Blauer Zweigelt. The family saw this as a stroke
of luck. They appreciate colors and believe that the soil brings personality and
character to their wines. Today, their 28-hectare estate cultivates typical
varieties such as Grüner Veltliner, Rivaner, Chardonnay, Welschriesling, and
Zweigelt, along with more unique varieties like Roter Muskateller, Syrah, and
Blauer Portugieser. Each grape variety receives special attention and care,
reflected in the numerous awards the wines have garnered. Georg Weinwurm
honed his winemaking skills and knowledge during his formative years in
Australia under Andre Peace, but also through apprenticeships with Austria's
finest craftsmen. Naturally, his background includes the experience of two
generations, and Georg passionately pursues quality and joy in his wines,
which have become his trademark. The estate warmly welcomes visitors."

COLOR Pale golden yellow

AROMA Aromas of tropical fruits, such as passion fruit, physalis, mango,
lime, lemon, herbs, and white currants, are perceptible.

TASTE Dry, though a subtle fruity sweetness is perceived towards the
finish. The palate is highly aromatic, pleasantly acidic, richly fruity, umami,
herbaceous, long, and nuanced.

TIPS FOR USE Asia Blend is perfect as a social wine but truly shines
when paired with Asian culinary delights such as sushi, sashimi, dim sum,
Thai curry, seafood, Vietnamese delicacies, Chinese cuisine, and the
overall Japanese culinary spectrum.

WINE TYPE White wines
GRAPES Grüner Veltiner

Pinot Blanc
MANUFACTURER Weingut Weinwurm
ALCOHOL CONTENT 12%
SUGAR CONTENT 6 g/l

PACKAGE SIZE 6 bottle(s)
BOTTLE CLOSING Screw

cap
BOTTLE SIZE 0,75 l
PRODUCT
NUMBER

233001
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